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At first, no one in the Iraqi Kurdish capital Erbil
would drink the bitter coffee at Syrian refugee
Abdussamad Abdulqadir’s cafe. But now it’s a hit,

part of a growing cultural exchange. Since conflict broke
out in Syria in 2011, many ethnic Kurds living in the coun-
try’s northeast fled across the border to Iraq’s autonomous
Kurdish region.

Despite their similar ethnic origins, the two communi-
ties speak distinct dialects and have different cultural
habits, but in recent years they have traded customs. When
Abdulqadir fled his northeast Syrian hometown of
Qamishli six years ago, he settled in Erbil and opened a
cafe in its bustling market. During his opening week, he
sent free cups of coffee to neighboring shopkeepers to
win new customers, but they complained it was undrink-
ably bitter. 

“Business was bad,” the 45-year-old told AFP, saying
Iraqi Kurds typically prefer instant coffee or tea so sugary
it resembles syrup. With persistence and charm, Abdulqadir
first converted his neighbors to drinking coffee with sugar
- then, eventually, to the original bitter drink. He now has so
much business that he opened a second quaint cafe in the
market.  “Now I sell between 200 and 300 cups of coffee
every day and 90 percent of my customers are Iraqi Kurds
who drink the coffee without sugar,” he said proudly. 

More vibrant 
The changes go beyond caffeine, with restaurants

adopting Syrian food, architects fusing Iraqi and Syrian
styles and even musical and linguistic exchanges. Jumana

Turki, who has lived with her Syrian Kurdish husband in
Arbil since 2014, said it used to surprise her how few
women she would see in public in Arbil after dark. But now
women - Syrian and Iraqi Kurds - are shopping and even
working in markets and shopping malls until late. “This was
the impact of Syrian refugees because in Syria, it was nor-
mal for women to work in markets and be out at night,”
said Turki, who holds a master degree in sociology.

Around the world, communities faced with an influx of
newcomers often react with xenophobia, because of an
instinctive fear that change would mar the host culture.
Kurds in northern Iraq have carved out an autonomous
enclave where they speak the Sorani Kurdish dialect, have
their own television channels and government bodies.
They, too, initially rejected Syrian Kurdish customs, but
the slow integration in recent years “has deconstructed
that historical rejection”, said Hawzhen Ahmed, an Arbil-
based academic who holds a doctorate in cultural studies.

Around 300,000 Syrian refugees - most of them Kurds
- now live in Iraqi Kurdistan, with the threat of a Turkish
offensive last year pushing thousands into displacement
camps in the north. “Syrian refugees have proved the his-
torical argument that host cultures become more vibrant
and enjoyable when mixed with different traditions and
norms,” Ahmed told AFP. 

‘Strong empathy’ 
Integration is a two-way street, said Hussein Dewani, a

Syrian musician and schoolteacher in Erbil since 2012.
“Iraqi Kurds helped us revive our Kurdish language since

they speak a more pure Kurdish than Syrian Kurds, whose
dialect was banned in Syria,” Dewani said. Syria’s govern-
ment had long prohibited Kurds from speaking their lan-
guage or celebrating their festivals and had even refused
Syrian nationality for the community, worried they would
threaten the state with calls for independence.

But in Iraqi Kurdistan, radio channels, government
statements and street signs are mostly in Kurdish. Dewani
said he has picked up the Sorani dialect of the region but
also taught his colleagues some of the Kurmanji dialect
used in Syria. “When I arrived, I heard some Kurdish
words which I used to hear from my grandmother and they
were all lost generation after generation,” he recalled. 

Dewani, also from Qamishli, has decorated his Arbil
apartment with musical instruments including guitars and
the daf, a frame drum. He learned to play the daf in his new
hometown, which he said hosts some of the best drum
musicians and instructors. The 33-year-old said the well-
developed Iraqi Kurdish music culture had also seeped
into Syrian Kurdish music, and that Syrian Kurds were
now wearing more traditional attire that resembled their
counterparts in Arbil. 

Empathy and shared norms have blossomed in recent
years, said Rodi Hassan, a Syrian physician working in
Iraqi Kurdistan. Hassan arrived in Iraqi Kurdistan in 2008,
three years before Syria’s uprising began, to study medi-
cine. “When I arrived, we had very little information about
each other, and it was all stereotypes,” he told AFP. “But
now it is completely different. There is a strong empathy,
friendship and intermarriage between us,” he said. — AFP 

Syrians bring new tastes, traditions to Kurdish Iraq 

Iraqi Kurdish men gather at a shop that serves Syrian coffee in the central bazar of Erbil, the capital of the northern Iraqi Kurdish autonomous region, on Dec 21,
2019. — AFP photos

Lost and damaged: 
Philippine volcano 
steals livelihoods 

Decimated fish, scarred coffee plants and van-
ished tourists: the Taal volcano eruption in the
Philippines has inflicted significant damage on

the livelihoods of tens of thousands and is expected
to cause more. When Taal exploded to life Sunday it
spewed towering columns of fine grey ash, which
officials said destroyed crops and killed off potential-
ly tonnes of fish raised in the lake that rings the vol-
cano. “We lost a lot of money because all our fish are
gone,” said Cesario Rodriguez, 34, a fish farmer. “We
just need to find a way to survive.”

It didn’t help either when government health offi-
cials warned people not to eat the fish as it could
have been contaminated with volcanic sulphur,
though the nation’s health agency told AFP no formal
ban is in place. The warning of a further, potentially
catastrophic eruption, also led authorities to urge the
thriving tourism industry near the volcano - a popu-
lar attraction - to suspend activity as a precaution.

The nation’s seismological agency has issued its
second-highest alert, saying Taal could unleash an
“explosive eruption” at any time. With scores of
bookings cancelled and many restaurants and hotels
shuttered, the eruption will hurt, but no one knows
how much yet. “It going to be negative... 90 percent
of the tourism establishments in Tagaytay are
closed,” said Elinia Sanggalang, a local tourism offi-
cial, referring to the resort town with stunning views
of the volcano.

‘We’re still lost’ 
The town alone draws about 5.5 million tourists

per year, in part because it is a mere 60 km south of
the hot and crowded capital Manila. Estimates of the
harm to farmers and fishermen are already coming in
to focus, and authorities say the amount could grow.
The agriculture agency said Friday it estimates so far
the volcano caused about $59 million in damage to
the industry, which is just about four percent of what
the region produced in 2017.

In the Philippines life is already hard for those
who have not benefitted from the nation’s rapid
growth in the past decade. Millions still live on less
than $2 a day. However the pain for some, like coffee
growers, will take years before it can be fully calcu-
lated. That’s because it takes about two years for
coffee plants to mature and begin bearing fruit, said
Arnold Bay, an official with a cooperative of about
150 small growers.

There are already signs their plants were heavily
damaged, though they hope to still harvest some of
their crop. “It will be difficult for us and for our
clients,” said Bay. “It will take two years for the farm-
ers to have their livelihood back.” The process of
recovering is far from started, especially for the over
60,000 people forced out of homes near the volcano
and into evacuation centers. They can’t go home
while the threat of a new, powerful eruption remains,
so they will live in limbo for now. “We don’t know
what to do next,” Dandy Belencio, 43, a fish vendor
whose home was destroyed in the eruption. “We’re
still lost on what will happen to us,” he said. — AFP 

A cat eats fish hanging from an ash-covered stall,
damaged by the eruption of the nearby Taal volcano, in
Buso Buso yesterday. — AFP 

Fearless Delhi women 
protesters inspire 
national movement 

Defiant women who have been blocking a New Delhi
highway for more than four weeks in protest
against a bitterly disputed citizenship law have

inspired thousands across India to copy their challenge to
the Hindu nationalist government. Supported by volunteers
who bring biryani meals, chai and blankets, groups have
started occupation protests in about 20 cities across the
country of 1.3 billion people to demand the repeal of the
law that opponents say is anti-Muslim.

Nearly all pay tribute to the 200 grandmothers and
housewives and students who sit and sleep across the
main road in the Shaheen Bagh district of Delhi, fighting a
law that would give passports to “persecuted” religious
minorities from three neighbouring countries but only
non-Muslims. Hundreds of thousands of people have taken
part in rallies across India since parliament passed the
Citizenship Amendment Act on December 11. 

Many of India’s 200 million Muslims fear the govern-
ment is getting ready to draw up a national citizenship
register that could strip them of their nationality, though
New Delhi denies this and calls the law a “humanitarian”
gesture. Though at least 27 people have died in violence
around some demonstrations, protesters have taken over
parks and streets in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal,
Kerala and Madhya Pradesh states as well as two new

occupations in Delhi. Srijan Chawla, a student protest
leader in Mumbai, said “Shaheen Bagh has inspired a lot
of women in this country to go on the streets and
protest. Be it Kolkata, be it Delhi, be it here in Mumbai”.
Hundreds of protesters have spent nearly three weeks on
public land in Gaya in Bihar. A huge poster of Mahatma
Gandhi hangs over one entrance. More than 10 other
non-stop protests are taking place in the eastern state,
including at Sabzi Bagh near the capital Patna. “It is like
another Shaheen Bagh,” said Afzal Imam, a former mayor
of Patna. “We cannot sit silent at home when the govern-
ment is hellbent on stealing our citizenship,” said
Shagufta Amin an activist at Sabzi Bagh, where weekend
crowds swell to thousands. 

‘Like a mountain’ 
The government in neighboring Uttar Pradesh state is

fiercely loyal to right wing Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and has cracked down on protesters. Many of the 19 peo-
ple killed there were allegedly hit by police bullets. Some
6,000 people were detained for taking to the streets.
Hundreds of women camped in a park in Varanasi, Modi’s
constituency, face eviction notices after police filed a case
for “disobedience”. “This protest is like a mountain, we will
not move from here until our demands are met,” Nasreen
Zafar, one of the women, told reporters.

In the central city of Indore a protest by hundreds of
people in a central park has also faced police attempts to
evict them. Some opposition ruled states have quietly
encouraged the protesters though. In West Bengal, hun-
dreds of supporters of the ruling Trinamool Congress par-
ty camp out on a road in the capital Kolkata. Police protect
some 150 women occupying a park.

Political commentator Manisha Priyam said the protests

signalled that Indians wanted to defend the equality and
justice enshrined in the constitution and shattered stereo-
types about Muslim women. “Muslim women would not
normally come out on streets to protest but now they are
leading the fight for equality and justice,” Priyam told AFP.

While Hindus and other religions have joined the
protests, the public has not always appreciated the disrup-
tion to their lives however. Delhi commuters increasingly
complain about the Shaheen Bagh women who have
caused huge morning and evening traffic jams. “We are for
the right to protest but blocking a road and holding up
commuters for over a month is as obnoxious as the con-
demned law,” said Delhi resident Mihir Tripathi. — AFP 

In this file photo taken on Jan 6, 2020, protesters hold
placards as they listen to speakers in Shaheen Bagh,
which has been blocked off by demonstrators protesting
against India’s new citizenship law, near the Jamia Millia
Islamia university in New Delhi. — AFP 

An Iraqi Kurdish man prepares Syrian coffee. A Syrian Kurdish man sells sweets.


